
Login Page Banner 

 

 

A graphic every single attendee is guaranteed to see because it is right on the login page itself on 

the right-hand side of the login input fields. 

Lobby Banner 

 

 

The center column in your virtual event's lobby contains a few opportunities for content. The first one 

is the lobby banner image, which is visible above the lobby splash video.  

 



Lobby Splash Video 

 

Under the lobby banner image in the virtual event lobby is the lobby splash video. This is an 

awesome opportunity to have some engaging content that promotes sponsors, the event's brand, 

content, a warm welcome message - anything! We will give you a 5-10 second timespan to display 

any video you’d like to promote your brand. 

Branded Announcements 

 



Branded announcements are a highly interactive and flexible way to promote sponsors and event 

messages in general. 

1. Permanently in the virtual event portal lobby itself under the lobby splash video (if Show 

in Virtual Event Portal is selected for the announcement) 

2. As email notifications (if Email Notifications Enabled is selected for the announcement) 

3. As a push notification (if Push Notifications Enabled is selected for the announcement) 

Push notifications show up in real-time in the virtual event portal itself if the attendee is currently and 

actively in the portal, or in the operating system's notifications tray if the attendee is not in the virtual 

event portal. Notifications must be allowed by the attendee upon first login and in their account 

settings. Missed push notifications also show up in the attendee's notification area, available for 

them whenever they return to the virtual event portal.  

Sponsor logos can be placed as images within the announcements you create in the 

announcement's body. 

Session Sponsor (Per Session) 

 

Each session can have sponsors affiliated with them, one or more. It's incredibly simple and fast to 

attach sponsors, and they show up just about everywhere the session does. For the virtual event 

portal in particular, their logos will show up in the schedule view, and in the full session view (the 

logos are linked to the sponsor's website). The sponsors will also show up in places like the event 

website and event app if they are being used, alongside their related sessions. 



Portal Header Sponsor Logo 

 

The one graphic which is always going to be visible in the event portal is the one at the top left, 

which is traditionally a space used simply for the event or organization logo. Many events choose to 

pair the event's logo with a title sponsor's logo to give them permanent visibility.  

Portal Header Sponsor Carousel 

  

Found at the top-right area of the virtual event portal is a constantly rotating carousel that loops 

through the sponsor logos, stopping for 10 seconds at a time on each logo. The logos are clickable 

and lead to the sponsor's website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Gamification Engagement Codes 

 

In PheedLoop's virtual event gamification system, attendees win points by entering codes sprinkled 

around the event experience. A powerful way to draw more exposure with codes, and letting 

attendees know that they can win points by talking to sponsors - perhaps at their booths in the 

exhibit hall.  

Gamification Prizes 

In PheedLoop's virtual event gamification system, attendees claim points they earn for prizes. 

Another way to draw more exposure to your brand in the gamification system is to donate prizes. 

Each prize has the option to include a description and image, so it's very easy to pop in the a logo 

onto the prize's image. 


